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Two years of non-stop production

Engineered to save customers time and improve efficiency, the 9028 inkjet printer from Markem-Imaje, locally represented
by Pyrotec PackMark, features an M6' ink circuit that is designed to be changed by machine operators in less than six
minutes.

Thanks to the innovative and all-inclusive M6’ ink circuit, production (for
applications running up to 3,000 hours per year) can run non-stop for two years.
Easy to change, the M6’ can be clicked-in and clicked-out in less than six
minutes without the use of special tools. What’s more, the 9028’s innovative
cartridge system and associated inks – MEK-free and permanent – make set-up
automatic and clean, optimising operators’ time and overall production uptime.

With its straightforward fully stainless steel design and IP55 rating, the 9028 is
ready to print in even the harshest environments just minutes after purchase.

The 9028 inkjet printer exceeds customers’ expectations by printing up to four
lines of print at speeds of up to 4.4m/s. Logos can be created directly on the
operator/machine interface, and the printer offers an automatic font selection
depending on the print speed and printhead/object distance. Additionally, Jet
Speed Control guarantees marking quality.

When it comes to smart consumables, the 9028 – with its cutting-edge cartridge
system design – offers advanced consumable management and a clean ink
change. It is also easy to use and compatible with other Markem-Imaje printers.
In addition to this, because of its accurate consumable level display and efficient
replacement without stopping production, the 9028 offers customers more
uptime.

Makem-Imaje’s 9028 is designed to be run by production operators. It offers
embedded online software for easy and efficient management, and codes can
be quickly created and uploaded via a newly-designed user interface and USB
connection.

To demonstrate how quick and easy it is to change the 9028’s all-inclusive M6’ ink circuit, Pyrotec PackMark has launched
the first in a series of do-it-yourself videos on YouTube:
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Pyrotec

Pyrotec is a proudly South African company with its focus aimed firmly on the future. Its five brands -
Pyrotec PackMark, Pyrotec PackMedia, Pyrotec PackLink, Pyrotec PackWorx and Pyrotec Finance - make
this an industry-leading company that specialises in a comprehensive range of coding and labelling
equipment, on-pack informational and promotional devices, merchandising solutions, development and
manufacturing of automated systems for the packaging and manufacturing industry and making finance
options available to customers. Pyrotec's software offering ensures product integrity, optimises coding
activities, and helps secure centralised data management systems and label tracking systems.
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